
In Adelaide we love our beaches. But did 
you know to keep them sandy for everyone 
to enjoy we need to manage them? 
The state government manages the metropolitan coastline  
for the community to enjoy sandy beaches and to protect the 
foreshore from storms.

What’s being done? 
• Commencing in May 2021, sand will be collected from the 

Semaphore South breakwater at Point Malcolm and moved by 
truck to West Beach. 

• Sand will then be collected from between the Semaphore and Largs 
Bay jetties and moved along the beach to Point Malcolm where 
there is an existing beach access path and then on to West Beach. 

• Sand may also be moved from north of the Largs Bay jetty.

When is it happening? 
• Works start in May 2021 and are expected to be  

completed by July 2021. 

• All work will be undertaken from Monday to Friday   
(no weekend works). 

Sand is normally moved in spring to provide sandy beaches for 
summer and again in autumn to protect the coast through winter.   

In response to community feedback in Semaphore, as a trial, sand is 
being moved to West Beach closer to winter in an effort to minimise 
disruption for residents and beachgoers.

Works are subject to change. Subscribe for SMS updates to stay 
informed with the latest updates, including operating times.

Sand is being moved from where it builds up in Semaphore to eroded beaches at West Beach 
as part of the Department for Environment and Water’s regular beach replenishment program.

The works are an important measure to address erosion of 
Adelaide’s southern beaches before an underground sand 
recycling pipeline is built to move sand from Semaphore to 
West Beach, and a large quantity of sand is delivered to West 
Beach from outside of Adelaide’s beach system.  

Learn more about the government’s $48.4 million  
plan to secure the future of our coastline at  
www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts

Adelaide beach works update 
AUTUMN/WINTER 2021  

The department regularly meets with community 
representatives and council to help guide the 
Semaphore sand movement works.

An independent assessment of the impact of moving 
sand from the northern beaches confirmed that the 
beaches will recover quickly and continue to grow 
despite the short term impacts of moving sand. 

 

Stay informed
Subscribe for SMS 
updates to stay  
informed about 
operational changes 

Community safety is a priority 
• Please take extra care on the beaches while the works  

are underway. 

• Watch out for machinery and adhere to all safety signage  
and flagging in place during operations.

Any questions? 
Contact the  
coast team on 
T: 8124 4928   
E: DEWCoasts@sa.gov.au

Thank you for your  
patience during these  
essential works. 

www.environment.sa.gov.au/coasts

Visit the coast info van  to find out more (various locations, check  website for details)



Sand may also be 
moved from north of 
the Largs Bay jetty.

Semaphore Jetty*

Largs Bay Jetty
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Palais Hotel

Semaphore Road
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Existing beach access path at Point Malcolm

Largs Pier

Sand collection  
from between jetties 

using land plane 

Military Road

What to expect
Adelaide’s coastline is one 
connected system, with sand 
naturally moving northward  
up the coastline by the  
wind and wave energy.  

Sand may need to be 
topped up at the beach 
between Noonies Cafe 
and Hart Street. Semaphore South breakwater

Sand moved  
along beach to 
Point Malcolm

Subscribe  
to stay  
informed 

www.environment.sa.gov.au/
coasts

Works are subject to change. 
Visit environment.sa.gov.au/
coasts for updates. 

A conveyer belt  
system is used to move 

sand underneath the 
Semaphore jetty

*Machinery may be 
left overnight and on 
weekends adjacent to 
the Semaphore jetty. 

Sand will initially  
be collected from the 

Semaphore South 
breakwater

WEST BEACH
• Sand will be moved to the beach 

at West Beach Parks (via the 
Adelaide Sailing Club) and to the 
dunes at Rockingham Street (via 
the Henley Sailing Club)

• Sand will be delivered  
from land based quarries to 
West Beach from July  2021 as 
part of the mass replenishment  
from outside of Adelaide’s 
beach system.

Works are 
undertaken from 
Monday to Friday 
(no weekend work)


